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A word to say
Business Intelligence
a Step Forward into Tomorrow's World

I

nformation is essential to any business decision, which in the hands of an
informed decision maker leads to better business decisions. However,
most organizations find it difficult to provide decision-makers with the information they need, the time they need it. These organizations are faced with
this information struggle because they either do not understand what relevant information is needed and/or they do not know how to obtain it efficiently. By defining analytics such as key performance indicators (KPIs) or
metrics and implementing business intelligence (BI) technology, an organization can overcome this information struggle and provide relevant information to its decision-makers.
Over a period of time, organizations realized that by becoming rich in data
does not necessarily achieve improved performance and operational efficiencies. Business Intelligence (BI) is mostly used to identify business
approaches aimed for making the desired results a reality. Therefore, decision makers should understand what BI means and how to take advantage
of business opportunities in their organization.
BI is a performance management framework, by which organizations set
their goals, analyze their progress, take action, measure their success and
start all over again. BI helps managers make better decisions faster at both
strategic and operational levels. Data from many sources are typically analyzed. Analysis outcomes suggest ways to improve the business. They can
then be measured to see what is working and this provide more data for
analysis and the cycle starts all over again.
The main objective of BI process is to identify what we want to achieve
through this. This means identifying opportunities in business areas where
BI can improve the daily business operations. A financial resources limitation is a key that helps decide which opportunities offer the most value to
the organization.
In order to define a BI opportunity, business managers with the help of business analysts should consider the followings:
Identifying which areas of business BI can be applied and where will it be
used (Areas to look for are business units and functional areas).
What type of information has to be gathered?
What information is needed out of BI?
Who will use this information?
... Cont. on page3

Heyam Hazeem
Senior System Analyst
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Health Informatics the Bridge to a Knowledge Enabled - Evidence Based Organization
By: Avis Pincook*
As the Bahrain
Ministry of Health
moves to re-engineer their healthcare
system, the implementation of an evidence-based, performance-based, value
added outcome-based management
requires a total restructuring and redevelopment of its information and automation
strategies and systems. The vision for an
integrated healthcare system will provide
caregivers with the real time information
they require for effective and efficient clinical
decision making, and management the integrated financial, human resource and clinical information required to manage
resources.
The business and technical linking of MOH
Directorates and health care facilities with
clinical, financial, human resource, and
inventory applications will provide integrated data and information that must be tailor
made to the specific requirements of all
users at all levels of the Ministry.
Unfortunately, many case studies reveal that
a number of sophisticated software applications are purchased, but are poorly
matched to needs and then throughout
implementation, poorly integrated, thus
falling short of the expectations. As we

begin the final phases of negotiation and
contract with the selected business partner,
it becomes increasingly important that the
appropriate applications be defined and
selected, and the assurance of sustainability, and knowledge transfer is contracted. As
the vendor of choice shares the commitment and vision of the integrated health
care system, we must ensure that the application infrastructure is not only technically
enabling, but also people and business
enabling, promoting accountability and high
level, critically analyzed and validated evidence based decision-making.

business language utilizing Data Dictionary
tools that are defined and validated by the
healthcare providers and management levels. The third layer, the Evidence Based
Management layer, provides information
that transitions crisis management to evidence based management of clinical,
finance, human resources, and population
at the micro level and macro level. Policy
definition, standards identification, variance
reporting, performance evaluation, quality
improvement, and outcomes reporting are
incorporated as a foundation for licensure,
audit, and accreditation.

In order to ensure that the right people
access the right information at the right time
in the right place, a Health Information
Management model was developed to define
the 3 main components essential in the
transition from a data environment to an
information based and knowledge managed
environment. These three components are
layered, super-imposed on the previous
infrastructure and resulting in layers of outcomes. The first component is the Health
Systems Integration layer, a primarily technical environment that incorporates best
practice into the systems, encouraging business accountability and decision-making
through best business process and practice.
The second component is the Health
Information Management layer, the layer
that translates the technology language into

This model has been used to communicate
and evaluate the vendor's capability of
achieving the Ministry of Health's vision for
Healthcare Information. Please join us in
the next edition to see and understand the
model from both a macro and micro level.
You, as knowledge managers, will help us in
the transition from a data environment to a
knowledge-managed environment. We look
forward to working with you.
*Avis: HID Advisor
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Business Intelligence
a Step Forward Into
Tomorrow's World
When looking for BI opportunities in an
organization, defining what information
offers the most value to that organization is an absolute and fundamental
requirement. The BI application should
help top-level management to take
effective and efficient decisions on time.
BI application can benefit both managers who take strategic decisions and
operational level users who are involved
in the day-to-day business operations.
The key to success in information age
is making decisions that are consistently better and faster that outsmart competition. Successful BI initiative provides
business managers with the information
they need to do their jobs more effectively. This requires understanding of
what BI means and how to take best
advantage of business opportunities in
their organization.
In its continuous strive towards excellence, HID has recently decided to enter
into the challenge of establishing a BI
function. This vital function is still under
development and a prototype BI will
soon be a reality.
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Be our guest...!
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By: Fakhriya Hashim *
The Health Information Directorate (HID) has
the pleasure to welcome Mrs. Amina AlAwadhi, Head of Catering and Dietetic at
Salmaniya Medical Complex (SMC) to speak
about the Catering System.
She started "the Catering is an automated
system implemented using Oracle Database
mainly deals with ordering and receiving
food items from the vendors.

printed, one for the vendor and other for the
Catering department".

By providing this automation, there were
benefits gained such as: Controlling the
Budget, Tracking of Vendor Performance and
Effective Control on Requisition".

She continued "when food items are received
the quantity is noted in the system, problems
faced while receiving the goods are also kept
track (if any).

She added " the Directorate of Materials
Management (DMM) raises tenders with various suppliers for food items consumed at
SMC and Psychiatric hospital for a period of
one year.

The data is put into pre-printed stationery
from the system. One copy goes to the
Directorate of Finance and the other to the
Catering department. After the transactions
are complete i.e., after the final print-out is
taken, no changes should be allowed on the
requested or received quantity.

Initially the standard weekly request is maintained by the system, the system proposes
the weekly quantity for a particular vendor,
for an item from the specified department.
The amendments are made to the standard
weekly request based on the number of inpatients, stock held and the consumption made
by the Catering system.
The request is given to the supplier one week
in advance. Two copies of the request are

Salmaniya Medical Complex Catering

Various types of reports are generated as
per: Department, Vendors and Items".
Finally, she expressed her sincere thanks to
both parties in HID and Catering department
for working together and implementing such
valuable automated facility.
*Fakhriya: Administrative Analyst
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A chance to win ..... !!!!
A Web Site to Visit
What is the Oraganization
structure of Health Information
Directorate?

W

W
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Decision Support System:
This site is designed to help researchers
who choose to adopt a knowledge management perspective in approaching the
field of decision support systems.
URL :
http://www.uky.edu/BusinessEconomics/ds
sakba/bkpg1.htm

Keep in mind
The most rewarding things you do
in life are often
the ones that
look like they
cannot be done.

If you are interested to know the answer,
visit our intranet web site.
Send the answer no later than
26/04/2003 addressed to HID Editorial
as shown below, either by post or email,
and get the chance to win a prize.
Last issue winner: Mr. S. Baqer S. Jaafar,
MoH.

HID Socials
HID staff organized a fare-well party to say goodbye
and good luck to our colleague Mariam Al Gaoud in her
new job. Mariam worked as a member in the Help Desk
team, she worked for Ministry of Health through the
past 7 years. We wish her all the best.

" Arnold Palmer"
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